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UPDATED PROCEDURE 
In the upper segment of the commercial real estate market there are two types of hotels for sale (hotels but 

not only): "HOTEL ON MARKET" and "HOTEL OFF MARKET". Premised that the term OFF MARKET is often 

abused and misused, the processes that will lead to the completion of the sale & purchase are completely 

different and separate, there are two different roads to follow and should not be confused, there is no hybrid, 

a third possibility that can mix both ways. 

HOTEL ON MARKET are properties that are offered for sale on the free market, there is a precisely defined 

asking price and a mandate to sell, they usually don't cost very much, they are promoted with the name of 

the hotel and with authentic photos and they are public offers to buy for which all the financial data and all 

the necessary information are available to allow an interested party to fully and immediately evaluate the 

opportunity to buy. 

HOTEL OFF MARKET are "hotels that are not officially for sale", they are offered anonymously in reserved 

markets and to selected buyers, there are no photos that would allow their identification, they are usually 

very expensive, basic information is immediately available while financial data are never immediately 

available. For an "object not for sale" there isn't an exact price but a "guide price" (usually higher than the 

market value of a similar hotel), they are very high level hotels owned by big economic groups or hotel chains. 

They are not hotels suitable for those who want to speculate and for those who want to buy an asset with 

added value, they are solid hotels, perfectly working, active and with high occupancy, ADR always important, 

excellent EBITDA AND GOPPAR, located in strategic and first-rate positions and locations, they don't need 

maintenance and are always operational and well managed. They are the perfect objects for those who want 

to invest with the certainty of preserving over time the purchasing power of their money. There isn't a 

mandate of sale issued to the intermediary but there are letters of assignment (very confidential) which 

govern the relationship with the intermediary and regulate procedures and conditions of sale, all the details 

of the hotels and the confidential information’s are available only after the presentation of many documents 

which purpose is to guarantee the protection of the confidential information’s, to guarantee the privacy and 

to evaluate the promissory buyer, his concreteness and his economic capacity to complete the acquisition.  

Domus Italia Prestige deals with the sale of OFF MARKET assets (Hotels, Office Skyscrapers, Private Banking 

Portfolios of entire Swiss Banks, other Large Assets of various types). Very strict confidentiality clauses are 

included in our engagement letters, which provide for large penalties if we disclose confidential information 

without following procedures, which is the reason why we have a large DIRECT portfolio, because we have 

agreed to pay heavy penalties if we violate confidentiality agreements. In addition, in the engagement letters 

that sellers release us, the terms of our commercial agreements are included, there is authorization to 

discreetly offer the asset for sale, and they contain the legitimacy to collect inquiries that come in for their 

assets. We never send applicants our engagement letters because they also contain the private agreements 

(commission agreements and other private terms). 

As a guarantee to the company interested in buying the hotel, with regard to our legitimacy to propose the 

asset for sale, with regard to the real availability of the hotel and with regard to its real guide price, after we 

have ascertained its concreteness (after the LOI and before the POF), we send the promissory buyer the 
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"CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERABILITY" (signed by the CEO, the CFO or the lawyer of the selling company) in which 

is confirmed that the asset is for sale and it' s confirmed that we are the legitimate interlocutors to propose 

that specific asset for sale. There aren't many brokers in the world who issue such a certification. 
 

But if it is so difficult to get information, how is it possible to sell hotels OFF MARKET?  

Easily, by following the procedure decided by the legal teams representing the sellers. When we are asked 

for or offer a hotel OFF MARKET, we ALWAYS provide enough general information to assess whether it is of 

interest or not, usually only the name of the hotel and the "Key Figures" are missing, we also provide the ADR 

and the cost per room of each hotel we have in our portfolio.  
 

The promising buyer, after an evaluation of the basic information, will decide if the hotel is of his interest 

and if he wants to start the procedure (not binding) that, gradually, will lead him to the knowledge of the 

hotel and the confidential information. The procedure, articulated in the 6 points described below, includes: 
 

(1) The signing of our NC-NDA template, (unlike the NDA, our template provides for NON-CIRCUMVENTION 

(NC = NON-CIRCUMVENTION) because, even though we have all the direct assignments, it is always a good 

thing to avoid and prevent temptations and future possible discussions); 

(2) The submission of the Company Profile of the company interested in the requested asset (because this 

is the first thing our sellers ask us, they want to know which company is interested and they want to see a 

decent presentation (TEASER)); 

A. As soon as we have received the two documents described above, we will send to the potential buyer an 

OM (OFFERING MEMORANDUM) in which the requested hotel will be officially presented. The OM will not 

contain the KEY FIGURES but will contain the guide price identified by the seller as "adequate" to agree to 

sell their hotel which, I remind all, is not officially for sale. After the promissory buyer has evaluated the asset 

for sale, if he decides to proceed, he will have to send us: 

(3) A temporary assignment letter, (TAL, our template) that begins and ends with this single transaction 

which, in addition to functioning as a connector between the parties, legitimizes us as "AUTHORIZED" to 

present the buyer and their purchase offer to the seller; 

(4) KYC/CIS, a document needed to verify the corporate information of the applicant and to verify the roles 

of the people involved who have signing power; 

(5) LOI, the letter (non-binding) with which one communicates and officially manifests to the seller that there 

is an interest in proceeding with the purchase of his hotel, if the conditions exist. The LOI must necessarily 

contain an economic offer for the purchase of the hotel (non-binding) based on the information acquired up 

to that moment and subject to the verification of the financial KEY FIGURES and the DD. 

B. As soon as we receive this further documentation we will forward it to the seller and ask him to issue the 

"DELIVERABILITY CERTIFICATE" to be delivered to the promissory buyer, to whom we will deliver it as soon 

as it is signed. At the same time, the seller's team will verify the documentation received and, upon successful 

verification, will return to us the LOI signed for acceptance which we will forward to the promissory buyer. 

C. Some promissory buyer ask us to terminate our intermediation at this point, for privacy reasons they don't 

want the POF to go through our hands. We agree and, if the seller also agrees, our work will end after the 

forwarding of the LOI signed for acceptance to the promissory buyer and after agreeing and arranging the 

first meeting between promissory buyer and seller. But we are paid by the seller and if he asks us to continue 

our work, we will have to complete the procedure with the next step 6. DOM
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(6) Proof of funds (POF). A document that demonstrates the financial availability of the potential buyer in 

order to proceed with the purchase of the asset. There are different types, the important thing is that it fulfils 

the purpose for which it is required; it will be up to the potential buyer to decide how to demonstrate that 

he has sufficient money to pay the price of the hotel required. 

D. As soon as we receive this last document we will send it to the seller's legal team for verification. Upon 

successful verification, the DATA ROOM will be opened with unlimited access to all documents and financial 

data of the hotel for sale. 

E. In the meantime, the first meeting between the prospective buyer and the seller will be arranged and they 

will start to have a direct relationship. After the first meeting between the parties our task will be over, 

although we will continue to discreetly follow the progress of the negotiation until its conclusion, ready to 

intervene if it will be necessary to overcome some "last minute" problem. 
 

Our direct relationships with sellers, the confidentiality agreements we sign and the related penalties, the 

requirement for privacy, the level of assets we deal with, the willingness on the part of sellers to not accept 

inquiries that come from daisy chains, the desire to avoid unnecessary waste of time, the research of 

promissory direct buyers, the difficulty on the part of brokers to produce the required documentation, and 

the procedure designed specifically to work with direct relationships, hardly fit the intervention of brokers in 

requests.  
 

However, in some special circumstances, it's a way we can try to pursue. Aware of the procedure just 

described (which we ask intermediaries to read with extreme care), intermediaries wishing to represent a 

promising buyer are first asked to accredit themselves; we only work with reliable and structured 

intermediaries. So, presentation teasers, letterhead, website and personal information, we don't work with 

"people" who are just an email address with nothing behind them. We also ask that the request is specific to 

one (or more) assets in our portfolio and not a generic request with the usual phrase "I would like to try to 

propose the asset to a client of mine who ""might"" be interested......". We also ask to refrain embarrassing 

requests for commissions (the answer will always be negative) because we don't cooperate with who accepts 

to work without being paid by his client, damaging and humiliating the entire category of brokers. Finally, we 

ask to fill in and sign our NCNDA form and to send us a copy of the letter of appointment/mandate received 

from your client for our hotels (we must verify the legitimacy of the intermediary, we must be sure that he 

has been authorized to submit the request). Only respecting what we have asked the intermediary will be 

considered accredited. 
 

ANTONIO BIANCHINI 

CEO & CO-FOUNDER 

DOMUS ITALIA PRESTIGE 

MOBILE: +39.388.449.5870  

WAPP: +39.388.449.5870 

info@domusitaliaprestige.com 
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